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Introduction 

Sewage sludge is produced in large amounts in all waste water treatment plants. The average production of 
dehydrated sludge is around 0.2-0.3 kg/(inhabitant. day). In Spain the production of sludge in 1992 was 350000 t dry 
matter/year, and with a growth prevision to 600000 t dray matter/year for the year 2005. In the European Union, the 
estimated production of sludge for the year 2005 is around 8-10 Mt dry matter/year ([1]). 

The different alternatives for the treatment of these large amounts are compost manufacture, disposal in landfills, 
pyrolysis and combustion or incineration.  

Pyrolysis is one of the alternatives for the treatment of sewage sludge. Some papers can be found considering the 
formation of gases and volatiles, liquid fuel and char with different adsorption properties. A wide revision of the 
different authors and specific aspects considered can be found elsewhere ([2]).  

On the other hand, the combustion of sewage sludge was also studied for different purposes, discussing the 
possible stages, operating conditions, types of reactor and formation of toxic by-products. Details of the different 
aspects can also be found (2). Different aspects of sewage sludge combustion, considering alternative technologies, 
combustion of volatiles and emission of pollutants was recently reviewed by of Wetther and Ogada ([3]). 

The use of sewage sludges by the cement industry as a co-fuel is considered useful, where the kiln offers good 
conditions for complete combustion in terms of temperature and residence time in the kiln. Substituting primary solid 
fossil fuels has moreover environmental and economic advantages ([4]) due to the sewage sludge is safely 
eliminated, and also the use of waste as a co-fuel. 

Cement kilns are being more and more used to eliminate sewage sludges and other wastes from municipal and 
industrial waste water treatment plants. In this work, the possible effect of the presence of cement raw material 
(CRM) during the decomposition of the sludge is investigated in relation to the formation of dioxin, furans and other 
pollutants. 

Methods and Materials 

 
The material employed (sewage sludge) was obtained from a municipal waste water treatment plant located in the 
University vicinity. The ultimate analysis of the sample has been performed in a Carlo Erba Instrument model CHNS-
O EA110 and shows a 39 % C, 5.9 % H and 2.8 % N. Chlorine and sulphur content was measured by ionic 
chromatography, giving a total of 0.18 and 1.24 % respectively. The heating value has been measured in a 
calorimetric bomb, and has a value of 4059 kcal/kg. The sludge was also analysed for the determination of toxic 
dioxins and furans. The analysis was triplicated according to the EPA’s 1613 method, obtaining the following results 
(pg/g, total in pg I-TEQ/g): 

Combustion runs performed in the present work were conducted in a horizontal reactor which scheme is found 
elsewhere [5]. The nominal temperature of the runs was in all the runs 850 ºC. In each experiment, 0.1 to 0.2 g of 
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sewage waste was placed in the sample holder and combusted by introducing the sample holder inside the furnace 
at 1 mm/s. After passing through the furnace, the reactor gas was collected in an adsorptive trap. After each 
experiment, the adsorptive trap was extracted and the extract was analyzed using different GC-MS techniques, as 
this study involves analysis of several different classes of compounds. The HRGC-HRMS analyses were performed 
on an Autospec NT apparatus. The spectrometer was operated in the electron impact ionization at 10000 resolving 
power. For PCDD/F analysis, 13C-labeled PCDD/F standards (Wellinglon Labs, Canada) were used. Quantitative 
determination was performed by the isotope dilution method based on the relative response factors previously 
obtained from three standard solutions (EPA1613-CS1, CS2 and CS3). 

Before the trap containing the XAD resin, a modulus containing different materials was placed, in order to study the 
interaction between the evolved gas and these materials. Materials used comprises cement raw material (CRM), 
quartz wool, V2O5 and/or silica. The very small diameter of the CRM particles made very difficult to pass the gases 

through a bed formed only by CRM, and a mixture with quartz wool was used; nevertheless, some runs where finally 
carried out with only CRM. The procedure is similar to that presented before ([5]). 

Cement raw material, mainly formed by limestone, shale, silica, and pyrite, is proved to act as a basic matrix where 
acidic compounds as dioxins/furans should be retained. On the other hand, vanadium is being used as catalyst for 
the oxidation of volatile organic compounds ([6]). CRM was analysed for dioxin content, giving a total of 0.47 pg/g I-
TEQ. 

Results and Discussion 

The following table resumes the runs performed and the results obtained in the dioxin and furan analysis (all yields in 
pg/gram of sludge used in the run). In all the runs the percentage of recovery of labeled compounds was higher than 
80 %. Each experiment has a code indicating the materials present at the end of the reactor but before the 
adsorptive XAD resin. As could be seen, some runs were repeated once or twice to corroborate the results. 

In order to normalize the results, a multivariate analysis (PCA) of the data was done to statistically evaluate the 
changes of the profiles and amount of the different congeners. PCA provided a single two-dimensional model, which 
would explain 76.2 % of the variance in the data. The first PC is correlated to HxCDF y PeCDF. The scatter plot of 
the component scores on both PC in this first case is presented in Figure 1. As can be seen, runs performed with 
only sewage sludge are quite different from the others, and a PCA was done without these two experiments. The 
variance explained in this case is 75.05 %. PC1 is mainly correlated with increasing amounts of 123789-HxCDF and 
23478-PeCDF, whereas PC2 is mainly correlated with OCDF and OCDD. Figure 2 presents the results of the 
second case. 
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Figure 2 shows four zones, where the different runs are sited: 

1) Low values of PC1 represent runs with quartz wool present., whereas high PC1 represent no presence of quartz 
wool. This means that quartz wool influences the yield of 123789-HxCDF and 23478-PeCDF (congeners that 
contribute to PC1). 

2) High values of PC2 represent runs with no CRM present, and a low PC2 correlates with the runs carried out in 
presence of CRM. This would suggest that the presence of CRM diminishes effectively the amount of octa-
chlorinated congeners produced, but is not so effective with other species. 

Figure 1. PC2 vs. PC1 (case 1) Figure 2. PC2 vs. PC1 (case 2)

Figure 3. Dioxins/furans retention
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Different graphs showing the average yields of each species in presence/absence of CRM and/or quartz wool has 
also been done. The most important ones are shown in Figure 3. Four averages are presented in each graph: 
wool=0 is not quartz wool present, wool=1 indicates quartz wool present, CRM=0 is not cement raw material present, 
and CRM=1 indicates its presence. As could be seen, the presence of quartz wool diminishes the different yields, 
but the presence of CRM works over the yields, decreasing them more effectively. 
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